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Da ManiniDa Manini
The manini is an excellent lure for inshore and 
offshore use.This lure is used by commercial 
albacore fisherman that depend on catching loads 
of fish. Comes with shell or reflective paper, 4 
jets, and can be made in any color you want.This 
lure also runs great whith a ballyhoo rigged 
inside.
Size: 6.5”..    30#-80# line class  Target fish: 
Mahi, Tuna, Wahoo, Sails, And King Mac.
Item NO.: 0601
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The peanut is a super little tuna bait 
used by many of my commercial 
friends.Comes with or without jets and 
can be made in any colors you want.
Measures 6.5”        30#-80# line class  
Target fish: Tuna, Mahi, and Wahoo.
Item NO.: 0602

PeanutPeanut
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Miss ChambersMiss Chambers
Miss Chambers is a deadly medium size plunger. A double taper 
and an angled face make this little girl drive the big boys wild. 6 
big jets and the shape of this lure make it smoke for miles. Comes 
in any color you want with shell, paper, and mirror combos.
Measures 9.5”               50#-120# Line class.   Target species: 
Marlin, Mahi, And Wahoo
Item NO.: 0901 
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The prowler is a smaller version 
of the Hokulea. This medium 
plunger has the same aggressive 
swimming style with  its 4 big jets 
leaving a long thick smoke trail 
with an excellent hook up ratio. 
This lure appeals to all species of 
Marlin and other pelagic fish.
Come with 4 big jets. Shell, paper, 
and mirror combos make color 
choices endless.
Measures  9.5”                50#-120# 
line class         Target species: 
Marlin,Tuna,Wahoo.
Item NO.: 0904
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The GamblerThe Gambler
The Gambler is an unbeatable little tuna 
bullet.
Heavily weighted, this little guy stays down 
even in the prop wash.
Comes with 4 jets and can be made with 
shell or reflective paper
Measures 7.5”   30#-80# line  Target fish: 
Tuna, Mahi, Wahoo, and Sails
Item NO:. 0703
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Kainui  is a must have for any blue water 
occasion.
Its size resembles most of the pelagic bait 
fish around the world.
A 45 degree slant face and a double taper 
make this bait go wild on the surface.
Comes with 4 jets and shells or reflecto 
paper. Any color you want is available.
Measures 7.5”            30#-80# line class        
Target fish: All pelagic Species.
Item NO:. 0702 
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RaptorRaptor

WarlordWarlord
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The  Warlord is a deadly little marlin lure. 
Don’t let its small size fool you. I have caught 
some huge marlin on this little lure. The stubby 
shape makes the taper more aggressive, giving 
this lure serious action under the water with 
short surface action.Comes with 2 jets, Shell or 
reflecto paper, and magic marble eyes. All 
colors available.
Mesures 7.5”            50#-100# line class       
Target species:  All pelagic fishes.
Item NO:. 0701

The raptor is an awesome Wahoo lure.
Heavily weighted, It can be trolled at high 
speeds. A double taper and a 45 degree slant 
give plenty of action. Comes with 4 jets and 
cracked mirror, and any color you like.
Measures 7.5”            30#-80# line class      
Target fish: Wahoo
Item NO:. 0704



The Ahi bomb is an awesome big tuna lure. 
This is not your typical straight running bullet 
due to the extreme reverse taper. Heavily 
weighted and well balanced, this lure
Can be trolled fast just the way big tuna like 
it. My biggest tuna came on this lure.
Comes with foil paper and mirrors upon 
request. Any color you want available.
Measures 9.25”                         50 #-120 # 
Line class     Target species: Huge tuna.

Ahi BombAhi Bomb

Hanalei Honey is a must have Marlin lure. Used by 
many of my good friends in Kona this lure is responsible 
for picking up a lot of shy Marlin. Run this on your long 
rigger and watch the smoke trail go for a hundred yards. 
Heavily weighted, She will run in all conditions. Comes 
in all colors and shell or mirror is optional…
Measures: 9.5”                 80#-120# line class            
Target species:  All pelagic fishes.

Hanalei HoneyHanalei Honey

Order NO. : 0903

Order NO. : 0902
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Molokai Magic
Molokai Magic  is the bullet shaped sister to Miss 
Chambers. The double taper give this bullet a lot mor action 
tha you typical straight runner, combined with 6 big jets this 
is an awesome tuna lure to run in you pattern. The six sided 
insert ensures that flash and color hgo in all directions for 
maximum attraction Available in all colors with paper, shell 
and mirror options.
Measures 9.5”               80#-120# line class.     Target 
species: Tuna ,Marlin, and Wahoo.
Item.: 0905

Custom lure kit made to order.
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Brave Heart is a medium plunger that can not be beat for 
marlin addicts.
The reverse taper an this head gives the lure a much 
tighter wobble than you standard plunger style head. 
Great short rigger bait, this lure will make enough noise 
to wake the dead. This lure has produced many fish over 
the 500# mark and is a must have tool on any marlin 
boat. Come with 2 jets and shell. Available in any color 
you want.
Measures 12.5”             80#-120# line class        Target 
species:  Marlin and big Tuna

BraveheartBraveheart

Order NO:. 1202
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Hokulea is  a perfect example of  a real billfish 
lure. The reverse taper on this lure is elongated so 
the swimming action is not as tight and fast as 
other lure in this category.Run this on the long 
rigger to pick up those fish that have a hard time 
getting at your faster moving lures. The easy 
swimming action is sometimes easier for a hungry 
marlin to get their mouths on. Comes with 4 big 
jets and shell inlays. All colors available.
Measures  15” long    80#-120# line class           
Target species: Marlin
Order NO:. 1403
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HokuleaHokulea



HOKULEA

Order No.: 1602

Order No.: 1401

Cherokee is the chief line of my big plungers, some 
call it a teaser but in Hawaii we run lures this size all 
the time. A few inches bigger than the Kona Plunger 
it is an awesome short corner lure. This monster will 
fit perfect in a spread of lures looking just like a 
skipjack tuna feeding on bait. Custom shell inserts 
and four big jets. All colors available
Measures 17”                120# line class                    
Target species: Blacks and Blues

CherokeeCherokeeCherokee

Homer is a great marlin lure for those really active fish 
that like a lure with heaps of action. With this extreme 
double taper Homer wobbles real wide and crashes the 
surface a lot. Combine that with its four big jets and 
you will see the smoke trail for days. This lure comes 
with custom shell inserts and a hand poured resin eye. 
Available in a wide range of colors to suit all your 
needs. Measures 14” long          80#-120# line class               
Target species: Marlin
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Kona PlungerKona Plunger
Kona Plunger is a perfect example of the timeless classic plunger style lures Kona is so famous 
for. Straight taper and a steep cut face give this big boy a huge splash and really deep dives. 
This is my most popular lure for my charter captians all around the world. With custom shell 
inserts and four big jets this is a must have for any one chasing big black and blues.
Measures 15”             80#-120# line class                 Target species: Marlin
Order No.: 1402
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Jawbreaker is a great lure to run when the conditions 
are less than perfect. This lure is built very heavy to 
stay down in those rough conditions. The taper is very 
mild to keep the action less explosive in choppy 
water. Comes in all colors of shell or reflective paper.
Measures 14”      80#-120# line class                   
Target species: Marlin
Order No.: 1004

JawbreakerJawbreaker
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